
Formatting an MLA Rhetorical Paper 
 

 
There are some differences between MLA and APA papers.  The key difference between them 
include: 
 

1. Capitalization of Titles 
2. Use of footnotes, including annotations 
3. Named page numbers 
4. Formatting of information sequence in bibliographic entries 
5. Formatting of cover page 

 
Use the following checklist to make sure your paper is in good MLA standing: 
 
 

 Feature 

 
Cover Page Title is Properly Capitalized 

 
12 point Times Roman 

 
Indented paragraphs, no line breaks between paragraphs 

 
Pagination top right with author last name 

 
Footnotes in MLA style 

 
Use of annotated footnotes (not bibliographic, but explanatory) 

 
Properly formatted Works Cited/Reference Section in MLA 

 
Uniform text, size and colour throughout 

 
Spelling out of numbers (“3 syllable rule”) 

 
Proofread for errors, spelling mistakes, typos and autocorrections  

 

 
 



 

Layout of Compare & Contrast Rhetorical Paper 
 
While there are various formats for a compare/contrast paper, this is the most common 
below (you can vary this to your tastes and purposes!) 
 
→ Introduction (state your thesis) 
 
→ Key element (1) of Event A 
 
→ Similarities with Event B 
 
→ Key element (2) of Event A 
 
→ Difference with Event B 
 
→ Conclusion: further corroboration required; or consequences of the position, 
etc. 
 
 
Use of Annotations 
 
MLA often favours the use of footnotes in place of intext citations.  Not all footnotes have to be 
bibliographic; many footnotes are often annotations (further explanations) of a claim or 
statement you have made in your text. 
 
Annotations are used when the information you want to share is important, but putting it in the 
body text may harm the “flow” of your paper. 
 
Common reasons for annotations: to provide some historical context, or to explain the meaning 
of a word (for example, if you quoted something in another language and wanted to provide a 
translation, or wanted to provide the original text); to provide an anecdote or insight. 
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